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Engaging and eclectic in the East Bay.

Oakland is the gateway to the East Bay with a little bit of everything to offer, and St. Paul's Towers gives you easy access to it all. An artistic, activist, and intellectual Life Plan Community, St. Paul's Towers is known for convenient services, welcome comforts and security for the future.

With classes, exhibits, lectures, restaurants, shops and public transportation within walking distance, St. Paul's Towers is urban community living at its best.

Get to know us and learn more about moving to St. Paul's Towers. For information, or to schedule a visit, call 510.891.8542.
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100 Bay Place, Oakland, CA 94610
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A not-for-profit community owned and operated by Covia. License No. 011400627 COA# 327
Welcome to Berkeley Rep!
To ensure the best experience for everyone:

You’re free to bring beverages in cans, cartons, or plastic cups with lids into the house.

Food is prohibited in the house. Because, eww!

Please keep Berkeley Rep’s outdoor and indoor spaces free of cigarette smoke, e-cigarettes, and vaping.

Phones that ring during the performance are a total bummer. For everyone. Ensure that phones and other electronic devices will not make noise. Video and/or photographs of the performance are prohibited.

Late seating is not guaranteed. If you are seated late, please follow the house manager’s instructions about where to sit. If you leave during the performance, you will be reseated at an appropriate break.

This is live theatre, and we’re all in this together. Join with your fellow theatregoers, and remember that people respond to the show in different ways. One of the joys of live theatre is the collective experience!

Enjoy the show!

CONNECT WITH US ONLINE!
facebook.com/berkeleyrep
@berkeleyrep
vimeo.com/berkeleyrep
berkeleyrep
Visit our website berkeleyrep.org

We’re mobile!
Download our free iPhone or Google Play app.
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Quote Unquote Collective
*Mouthpiece*
Created and performed by
Amy Nostbakken and Norah Sadava
Directed by Amy Nostbakken

A two-woman show acclaimed for its raw honesty and insightful portrayal of womanhood.

“A smart show, beautifully put together and performed, and one that speaks up for all the women who daily bite their tongues.”
—The Guardian, London

Mar 22–24  ZELLERBACH PLAYHOUSE

Shakespeare’s *Julius Caesar*
Théâtre National de Bretagne
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Arthur Nauzyciel

French director Arthur Nauzyciel revives his production of *Julius Caesar*, highlighting the continuing relevance of Shakespeare’s great political tragedy—with costumes and design that evoke the era of JFK, a live jazz trio, and provocative staging.

“Visually stunning, musically moody, and unceasingly stylish.”
—The Boston Globe

April 26–28  ZELLERBACH HALL

Song of the Goat Theatre
*Songs of Lear*
Directed by Grzegorz Bral
Music by Jean-Claude Acquaviva and Maciej Rychly

This award-winning production retells the tragic king’s story as a dramatic oratorio blending Corsican folk music and Gregorian chant—a production the *New York Times* called “viscerally awe inspiring.”

May 11 & 12  ZELLERBACH PLAYHOUSE

calperformances.org/tickets
Some 25 years ago, I was dispatched to Seattle by then Artistic Director Sharon Ott to check out the work of a young director named Mary Zimmerman. Sharon was always looking for artists whose work might change how we view theatre, visionaries who would bring something unique to Berkeley Rep. I was ecstatic, mostly because I was getting paid to get on a plane and go see a play. I didn’t know much about Mary; I had heard only a few things about her style and the unique process she employed to create her plays. So I entered the theatre not knowing what to expect.

The play turned out to be The Odyssey, and I remember it as if I saw it yesterday. The costumes, the movement, the language…. Mary had taken the traditional tools of the theatre and, through the alchemy of her own imagination, invented her own world on stage. A world I had never seen before. It was marked by visual splendor, razor-sharp storytelling, and, most of all, relentless imagination. Demons and gods, sea nymphs and armies, creatures phantasmagoric and real, all represented in ways that were by turns beautiful, formidable, funny, and always entertaining. All in the service of telling an ancient story as if it were happening right now. Which is Mary’s point: the old stories last because they still speak to us. And in her hands, loud and clear.

Berkeley Rep first produced Metamorphoses in 1999–2000. It was the second of nine shows of Ms. Zimmerman’s that we have produced, an astonishing number by any measure. While it was always one of my favorites, the idea of producing it again did not immediately spring to mind when Mary and I began discussing what she might do for us this season. But the more we spoke, the more it became clear that revisiting the play (which our mutual friend, the late, great Martha Lavey of Steppenwolf, always referred to as “Mary’s masterpiece”) would be hugely exciting. At a time of titanic change in our own culture, when every day seems to bring new challenges—urgent challenges that we must either embrace or resist—what better stories to tell than ones that speak to us about the ancient, human, fundamental principle of transformation?

Because the old stories, well, they don’t get old. They only become renewed, changed through the prism of time and our experience. So without further hesitation, ladies and gentlemen… it’s time to fill up the pool and get in the water.

As always,

Tony Taccone
Toast Tony Taccone as he concludes his extraordinary tenure as artistic director of Berkeley Rep. During Tony’s 22 seasons of leadership, the Tony® Award–winning Berkeley Rep has earned a reputation as an international leader in innovative theatre, presenting more than 70 world, American, and West Coast premieres and sending scores of shows to New York and beyond, including London and Hong Kong.

**Berkeley Rep’s OVATION — A Tribute to Tony Taccone** — is a night of celebration. As we raise a glass to an exceptional artist, we also honor Tony’s legacy by supporting the Theatre’s innovative work both on and off stage, from its productions and new play development program to nurturing the next generation of theatre-makers and theatregoers. Reconnect with luminary artists and friends over a celebratory feast. Get ready to bid on one-of-a-kind getaways and VIP experiences. And be prepared for a surprise or two during this theatrically festive evening.

**Tickets Start at $750 per person**
Proceeds from OVATION support the work of Berkeley Rep, from its productions to its comprehensive arts education programs, which serve thousands of Bay Area students each year.

**RSVP**
Julia Starr at 510-647-2901 or concierge@berkeleyrep.org
Or visit berkeleyrep.org/ovation

**Honorary Committee**
The Honorable Tom Bates &
the Honorable Loni Hancock
Jennifer Bielstein
James & Cass Carpenter
Kathleen Chalfant
Julia Cho
Charles Dean
Colman Domingo
Paul Dresher & Philippa Kelly
Eve Ensler
Steven Epp
Oskar Eustis
Daniel Handler & Lisa Brown
Geoff Hoyle
Moisés Kaufman
Tony Kushner
The Honorable Barbara Lee
John Leguizamo
Sharon Lockwood
Jonathan Moscone
Mira Nair
Sharon Ott
Bill Rauch
Emma Rice
Mitzi Sales
Anna Deavere Smith
Michael Tilson Thomas & Joshua Robison
Stephen Wadsworth & Francesca Faridany
Alice Waters
Les Waters & Annie Smart
Mary Zimmerman

Committee list as of December 5, 2018
Our 50th anniversary season offers me an irresistible opportunity to look back at my favorite productions. Plays are a bit like children. You love them all, but some just speak to your heart in a special way. Metamorphoses is certainly one of those special productions for me.

What a joy it has been to have Mary Zimmerman and some of her regular collaborators here again in a production that is both new and old for us. The first production of Metamorphoses remains a rich memory for many people in our community. And it is with such pleasure that, nearly 20 years after we first brought it here, we introduce it to a new generation of theatregoers. Metamorphoses is a reminder of the timelessness of great stories.

When we first brought the show here, my son was all of 9 years old. To this day, I fondly remember the complicated and meaty conversations we had after he saw it. Helping Ben examine his visceral responses to both the beauty of the piece and the sometimes uncomfortable moments that almost demanded conversation and reflection provided me with some of my favorite parenting moments. Although these stories are ostensibly about the behavior of the gods, they so clearly exist to tell us something about what it means to be human. How and what we learn from them is what defines each of us.

For 22 years Artistic Director Tony Taccone has been selecting stories, like these, that reach out to our minds and our hearts and tell us something about our shared humanity.

Within weeks we’ll begin announcing our 2019–20 season. It will be Johanna Pfaelzer’s much-anticipated inaugural season as our new artistic director. Already I can tell you that she is drawn to stories that will move and, I think, delight you. She is going to be introducing some new voices who share that love of words, theatrical storytelling, and those big ideas that have been at the heart of this Theatre since its founding.

I think you are going to want to be part of Johanna’s season. So when you receive your invitation to subscribe, I hope you will join us—and sign up for all seven shows so that you can really begin to understand who Johanna is through her full range of play choices.

Warmly,

Susan Medak
Celebrating our 50th: Two spectacular decades with Mary Zimmerman

The return of Metamorphoses in our 50th anniversary season marks 22 years of collaborations—and our ninth production—with renowned director Mary Zimmerman. “My final season at Berkeley Rep simply wouldn’t be the same without her,” says Artistic Director Tony Taccone. Let’s take a look back at Mary’s stunning productions at Berkeley Rep.

**Treasure Island**
(West Coast premiere)
A co-production with Lookingglass Theatre Company
April 22–June 19, 2016

“Awash in the whimsical stage pictures that are Zimmerman’s hallmark, this rollicking theatrical adaptation of the classic adventure is a yarn well spun.” — *San Jose Mercury News*

**The White Snake**
(World–premiere production)
A co-production with Oregon Shakespeare Festival
November 9 – December 30, 2012

“Wonderful...an epic adventure and an intimate love story... *The White Snake* is theatrical storytelling at its very best, a fusion of stunning imagery, captivating music and, best of all, characters whose stories cut straight to the heart.” — *Theater Dogs*

**The Secret in the Wings**
(West Coast premiere)
Presented in association with McCarter Theatre Center, Seattle Repertory Theatre, and Lookingglass Theatre Company
September 3–October 17, 2004

“Captivatingly simple, disturbingly evocative and richly transgressive...” — *San Francisco Chronicle*

**The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci**
A co-production with Second Stage Theatre
September 5–October 19, 2003

“Richly imagined, luminously staged and intellectually exhilarating. For sheer beauty and inventiveness, it’s as exciting a piece of theater as her *Metamorphoses* was here and on Broadway.” — *San Francisco Chronicle*
decades with Mary Zimmerman

**The Arabian Nights**
A co-production with Kansas City Repertory Theatre
Created in association with Lookingglass Theatre Company
November 13, 2008–January 18, 2009
(Encore: December 11–30, 2010)

“Zimmerman and her cast transport the audience through hilarious and poignant tales of greed, sex and revenge, each tale opening into another and another, to a lingering, redemptive and provocative end.” — *San Francisco Chronicle*

**Argonautika**
(West Coast premiere)
A co-production with McCarter Theatre Center and Shakespeare Theatre Company
November 2–December 23, 2007

“Channels the power of myth to touch us where we live today... [Zimmerman] recounts the epic of Jason and the Argonauts to reveal the hero’s journey as a metaphor for all of us.... Sets the heart pounding and the imagination ablaze...” — *San Jose Mercury News*

**Metamorphoses**
(West Coast premiere)
Presented in association with Seattle Repertory Theatre
November 26, 1999–January 16, 2000

“In Zimmerman’s hands, the unwieldy epic becomes a collection of moving and emotionally compelling tales based around the themes of love and romance. And thanks to the pool that forms the bulk of the playing area, Zimmerman is able to deftly experiment with issues of transformation.” — *San Francisco Chronicle*

**Journey to the West**
(West Coast premiere)
Presented in association with Huntington Theatre Company

“This play is constructed from the rich rudiments of dramatic art — dreams, mime, burlesque, magic. The overall effect is dazzling.” — *Time*
Gorgeous, destructive, and transformative: Managing the water in Metamorphoses

BY KATIE CRADDOCK

Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses is legendary in the theatre world, in large part for the extraordinary key feature of its set: a pool of water. Water has appeared on Berkeley Rep’s stages numerous times — the glorious rain that fell downstage during the finale of Monsoon Wedding in 2017 comes to mind in recent history — but the volume and centrality of the water in Metamorphoses is something special. A technical theatre novice myself, I spoke with knowledgeable folks around Berkeley Rep about the unique challenges posed by the pool and the creative solutions discovered over its many productions since premiering some 23 years ago.

Anjali Bidani was the stage manager for several of the earliest productions of Metamorphoses, including the original Berkeley Rep production; she is a treasure trove of hard-won information about managing the pool. In the earliest productions at Northwestern and Lookingglass, they discovered “how quickly even a tiny amount of water will degrade things,” Anjali explains. Safety pins holding up backdrop cloths rusted away to nothing in the humid air. Because there was no drainage system at the time, water dripped onto the stage floor at Lookingglass and it warped so badly it had to be replaced. The technical staffs on subsequent productions learned from this — they employed heaters and dehumidifiers to mitigate damage from humidity, and found ways to rubberize the stage to prevent harming the floor and electrical equipment and to create a safer, “grippier” surface so actors wouldn’t slip. Two downstage lighting instruments critical to T.J. Gerckens’ design are enclosed in protective boxes to keep dry. Sound equipment must be protected, too. An actor who uses a mic while playing a god has to hold the mic pack away from her wet costume while delivering her lines.

As any frequent swimmer knows, pool water is harsh on one’s skin and hair. Actors in Metamorphoses find ways to keep their skin hydrated (coconut oil is a popular salve), but are careful not to apply moisturizers too close to curtain — otherwise their skin gets slippery, which could be particularly disastrous for those lifting their colleagues in the air. Band-Aids fall off underwater, so actors use liquid bandages. Makeup is kept pretty natural, minimal, and simple — it’s mostly just waterproof mascara, which proves sufficient in an intimate space like the Peet’s Theatre.

The water is also rough on costumes. As Costume Director Maggi Yule explains, “White costume pieces yellow in the pool, so all these pieces have to be made of natural fibers so they can be laundered in hot water to whiten. The colorful costume pieces, on the other hand, must be synthetic — otherwise, the colors bleed.” The costume shop prepares many duplicates, both for actors to change mid-show from wet to dry costumes, and because certain pieces simply won’t hold up over the entire run. “Luckily, the costumes are fairly diaphanous, with lots of looser fits and elastic waists,” Maggi notes. This makes quick changes easier. Regularly changing the water is key, as even treated water gets grimy and slimy after a while, making the pool floor hazardously slick (not to mention the ick factor as hair and fibers from costumes accumulate!). Fresh water keeps everyone safe and clean.

Both Anjali and Mary describe the need to balance the climate between the audience and the actors. In theatres, audience members typically might bring an extra sweater to keep cozy in the cool, darkened house, and actors try not to get overheated under the hot stage lights. With Metamorphoses, it’s the opposite — once wet, the actors have a hard time keeping warm, so we try to keep the house toasty enough for them without overheating the audience. We heat the pool (aiming for 98 degrees Fahrenheit) until the last possible second before curtain, but the heater has to be switched off once the show begins because it’s noisy and creates ripples in the water, which we want to appear glassy and still. We set up warming booths backstage with space heaters where the actors can huddle up or change costumes until their next scene. If the show were much longer than 90 minutes, the water temperature would grow too cool for the actors.

Nevertheless, the water literally and figuratively deepens the experience for actors and audience alike. Those first hours of tech when actors explore the play in the pool, after weeks rehearsing on dry land, are transformative. Anjali describes a moment when a character loses her husband: “You don’t have to imagine she’s bereft; she looks like a drowned kitten and it’s telling you that story... I can’t picture a production of Metamorphoses without the water.”
Raymond Fox, Doug Mara, and Anjali Bhimani in Berkeley Rep’s 1999–2000 production
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Erik Lochtefeld in Berkeley Rep’s 1999–2000 production
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A nod to the past: Fellows share memories of Berkeley Rep

BY BROOKE VLASICH

The 50th anniversary season at Berkeley Rep is filled with nostalgia as we reflect on Artistic Director Tony Taccone’s legacy and welcome the return of Mary Zimmerman’s production of Metamorphoses. To celebrate the many memories, we asked past participants from our fellowship program to share significant moments from their experiences with the company. Since 1986, our fellows have played an important role at Berkeley Rep, whether we’re staging a brand new musical, preparing a Giving Tuesday campaign, or instilling a love of theatre in students. With experiential learning opportunities at Berkeley Rep, our fellows receive training that prepares them for work with arts organizations around the country.

Starting in mid-July, 15 highly motivated individuals who are ready to embark upon a professional theatre career join us for 11.5 months to learn about and be immersed in the operations of a professional theatre. Supported by funding from American Express and the BayTree Fund, our fellowship program develops fellows’ careers through hands-on training from departmental staff. During the School of Theatre’s Teen One-Acts Festival in the spring, fellows oversee the work of high school students, giving them the chance to apply supervisory skills they’ve learned from observing and working with their mentors.

Reflecting on her time as the 2015–16 Peter Sloss Literary/Dramaturgy fellow, Berkeley Rep’s Artistic Associate Katie Craddock recalls her experiences with the fellowship program as an important part of her professional development. “I loved the range of opportunities offered by the literary fellowship, both to be integral to a bustling literary office and to be in world-class rehearsal rooms as a script supervisor. I enjoyed working with this artistic department; they are warm, encouraging, funny, wise mentors from whom I continue to learn. In the name of learning, there’s a culture of total openness with the fellows; I was privy to edifying season planning and dramaturgical conversations from the outset.”

After completing their work with us, our fellows travel far and wide for jobs, but some have continued their careers at Berkeley Rep before branching out to other organizations. Before her current role as the director of education and community programs at Imagination Stage, 2002–03 Education Fellow Joanne Seelig Lamparter furthered her career as the education associate at Berkeley Rep. When asked about her past memories of Berkeley Rep, Joanne says, “The fellowship provided me with great mentors at the organization and the School of Theatre whom I am proud to call colleagues and friends. Berkeley Rep exposed me to the ways theatre can intersect with many different communities. During my fellowship I was able to program for students of varying life experiences. I taught in many settings ranging from juvenile detention centers to kindergarten classrooms. This has allowed me to really expand the ways that our education programs at Imagination Stage can reach...”
beyond the walls of our physical theatre and out into the various communities that make up the DC area.”

In some cases, our fellows have stayed nearby working for Bay Area organizations, including American Conservatory Theater, SFJazz, and the San Francisco Symphony. Others have continued their education at prestigious institutions such as the Yale School of Drama and Columbia University or ventured to organizations beyond the Bay Area, including Playwrights Horizons, Williamstown Theatre Festival, Glimmerglass Opera, and the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.

The extensive professional training at Berkeley Rep has provided fellows with valuable skills no matter where their future may take them. In addition to their work with staff members, fellows also receive insights from seminars and opportunities outside of Berkeley Rep that prepare them for their future lives as arts professionals. This year, season sponsor Wells Fargo will provide a workshop about financial planning and management for artists and independent contractors. Now working as an education assistant for Disney Theatrical, 2017–18 Education Fellow Ky’Lend Adams looks back on his fellowship and these additional trainings, noting, “I would not have applied for or even thought I was capable of having my current role at Disney Theatrical if it wasn’t for Berkeley Rep. I actually learned about Disney Theatrical when I went with my colleagues at Berkeley Rep to Pixar for a potential fundraising opportunity with the School of Theatre. The tasks that I was responsible for as the education fellow ended up becoming the skills that I currently use now in my role at Disney Theatrical.”

As our current fellows meet the halfway mark of their fellowship, we look forward to seeing how they will take what they have learned to their next career destination. The connections, lessons, and opportunities are experiences we hope they continue to share as we search for our 51st set of fellows beginning in February.

For more information about Berkeley Rep’s fellowship program, visit berkeleyrep.org/fellowships.
Have you ever wanted to peek behind the proverbial—or in some cases literal—curtain at Berkeley Rep? With our Meet the Makers tours, donors have a chance to do just that. Twice a year, Berkeley Rep supporters take a backstage tour of one of the Theatre’s two campuses, getting an in-depth look at what is happening behind the scenes at the moment, complete with opportunities to hear from some of the technical artists who make it all possible.

A recent tour of 2025 Addison Street took groups into the Peet’s Theatre to experience Meyer Sound’s Constellation sound system, backstage through a display of the history of Berkeley Rep, into the green rooms and dressing rooms where actors prepare to go onstage, stopping for a presentation of select costumes from A Doll’s House, Part 2, onto the stage and into the wings of the Roda Theatre, and ending at the booth where technicians run lights and sound for each show. Cindy Trummer, who came along as a guest of a current sponsor, was inspired to become a donor herself after taking the tour. “You get a different perspective, seeing it from many different angles, which I really loved,” she says. “It really adds more depth, more richness, more life to the experience.”

One of the elements Cindy was most surprised by was the live demonstration of the Constellation sound system in the Peet’s Theatre, seeing what is possible with the state-of-the-art technology. Angela Don, the sound engineer who gave the demonstration, agrees that people often have questions or even misconceptions about the system. “Constellation changes the characteristic of the room and the space, without changing anything physical about the room. So it makes the room sound more dead or more alive, smaller or bigger,” Angela explains, but it doesn’t have the same effect as putting microphones on individual actors. She enjoys giving enthusiastic theatregoers a close-up look at sound—an element which usually, “if [the audience] notices the mechanisms of it, then you’re not doing your job.”

Tours of Berkeley Rep’s pre-production campus at Harrison Street offer glimpses of even earlier stages of the process. There you can see, in addition to offices and conference rooms, the rehearsal halls, the shop where sets are
constructed and props are built, and the ever-humming costume shop. Amy Bobeda, associate costume director, finds that tour groups are often fascinated by theatrical tricks of the trade, like using vodka to kill bacteria on delicate costumes, and what just comes down to practical decision making (yes, please wash the actors’ socks after every show). Her favorite part is to try to get people to think like designers: considering the historical research, sources of inspiration, and especially the psychology behind the costumes. For example, one costume she presented was originally designed to be purple, but the designer decided that purple was too ostentatious. “That was really interesting for people because then they were able to think ‘Oh, how would I have perceived her, if she’d been in purple? How did seeing this costume influence my perception of her as a character?’” She adds, “Just to open a dialogue about a piece of clothing, it’s kind of a costumer’s dream.”

Indeed, these chances for audience members to interact with artists whom they wouldn’t necessarily meet otherwise are what make these tours so memorable for everyone involved. The Makers, for their part, appreciate the opportunity to talk with such a receptive audience. Angela describes it as “illuminating,” getting the chance to talk with people who don’t work with sound every day, and “seeing it through fresh eyes.” And for the donors, according to Cindy, “It felt warm and welcoming...like hanging out with friends who are really passionate about what they’re doing and want to share it with you.”

To find out more about Meet the Makers tours, including the next tour on March 9, or to become a donor, visit berkeleyrep.org/give, email give@berkeleyrep.org, or call 510 647-2906.
When asked about the path of the original production of *Metamorphoses*, creator Mary Zimmerman said, “One of the charming things about it is that this is a freaking school play that went to Broadway.”

Indeed, the first production of the epic play in a pool of water took place at Chicago’s Northwestern University in 1996, under the title *Six Myths*. Zimmerman chose myths that lean into the theme, or the substance itself, of water. She turned specifically to Ovid (43 BCE–17 CE), a Roman poet whose *Metamorphoses*, a 15-book mythological narrative written in meter, went on to become one of the most important sources of classical mythology. As a child, Zimmerman poured through her mother’s copy of Edith Hamilton’s book on mythology, which included many of Ovid’s stories.

*Metamorphoses* moved from the university setting to Lookingglass Theatre Company in Chicago in 1998. Berkeley Rep became the first regional theatre to host the Chicago show, elevating its visibility on a national level. The production played at Zellerbach Playhouse on UC Berkeley’s campus in 1999–2000 as Berkeley Rep only had one theatre at the time, and that space was taken. From Berkeley, the show moved to Seattle, Los Angeles, off Broadway in New York, and eventually Broadway in 2002. Zimmerman won the Tony Award that year for Best Direction of a Play, and the play itself won both the Drama Desk Award and Lucille Lortel Award for Outstanding Play. *Metamorphoses* has since been performed countless times at professional theatres and universities across the country, as well as internationally, with various directors at the helm.

Zimmerman re-mounted her original production at Lookingglass in 2012, and took it to Arena Stage in DC shortly thereafter. Berkeley Rep’s revival is a co-production with the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis, and will travel there next. Some of the original cast members from the first production grace Berkeley Rep’s stage today in the revival: keep an eye on Raymond Fox, Felicity Jones Latta, Louise Lanson, and Lisa Tejero as they recreate their roles. Zimmerman says, “Berkeley was the first regional theatre to produce the play after its premiere, which is why it’s a profound experience for me to return here.”
Mary Zimmerman, Tony Award-winning director and adaptor, has spent much of her career reinventing classic texts into visionary pieces of theatre. From Metamorphoses to her adaptation of The Arabian Nights to her recent production of The Steadfast Tin Soldier (her interpretation of the Hans Christian Andersen classic performed with no spoken words), she is an artist who searches for new ways of storytelling that foster an intimate connection between artists and audiences.

Coming back to Metamorphoses nearly 20 years after it was first staged at Berkeley Rep, Mary continues to dig into the work of mining new secrets in Ovid’s original stories. Here, Literary Fellow Madeleine Rostami talks with Mary about her creative process in staging classics and the importance of finding beauty in simplicity.

You’ve come back to Metamorphoses many times as a director. What is different for you now? What’s still engaging?

Big old classic texts always remain new. That’s how they earn their keep and stick around for so long—you seem to always be able to apply what they have to say at different times of your life. They address the eternal human condition, which is a permanent state of change and loss, and in some ways renewal as well. The themes in these old texts always strike differently. I’m not sure yet what will seem to suddenly be the most important line in the play this time...that always seems to change a little bit for me.

You’re described your creative process as an act of archaeology. How does that metaphor work for you?

There’s definitely some metaphorical digging since it’s such an old text, but that metaphor of archaeology actually came to me when I was in school just starting to work on things. It struck me that we tend to think of creating something as taking a flat line and tugging it up into some shape, like an architectural metaphor of building something. But with texts that are this deep, this archival, and this shared, what you’re actually doing is uncovering.

I start a show with no script, but I start with a group of actors, an opening date, and a set design. I think that something is inevitable in my process. We’re just trying to find that object that’s buried under the ground, that already exists in a way through virtue of the people that we are. I think of the process as being archaeological because, in an archaeological dig they’re not really swinging axes, they’re more like brushing carefully. If we hurry and panic and try to move too fast when we’re developing something, we’ll damage the object that’s under the ground. On the other hand, if we’re lazy and slow and inattentive, we might arrive at opening night with dirt still on the object—it’s not yet fully uncovered.
How did that process of discovery work for *Metamorphoses*, where you’re adapting a classic text?

With *Metamorphoses*, the difficult part is not just in figuring out how to materialize, how to put on stage, a particular story. It’s figuring out a structure for the evening. You could do the stories in any order, since there’s no governing over-narrative in Ovid. It’s picking which stories, and in what order, make an evening that has an emotional arc as a whole. Stepping very carefully, and backing up and making sure if that should come next or not, is a big part of working on texts that are more like a collection of short stories. When I’m doing something like *The Odyssey*, it’s different. *The Odyssey* has one of the most beautiful structures ever conceived in a work of literature, so I’m just following that structure. I may be eliminating certain episodes, but I’m sticking to how that narrative is organized because it’s organized so perfectly and it’s telling a story from A to Z. With *Metamorphoses* I’m starting over and over, and so you have to balance the rhythm of the length of the stories with the emotional content. The big difference from when I first did it for school to the first time I did it professionally was the addition of the myth of Eros and Psyche. I remember so clearly bringing that in when I finally figured out how to do it. Eros and Psyche isn’t even in Ovid, but it did something to the second half of the evening. It consolidated everything, crystalized everything around it. It became central.

What about that story in particular do you think was so transformational?

Well, I’ll tell you what drew me to it—and what continues to draw me to it—is that the word Psyche, in Greek, means “the soul.” There’s this element to the story which is fairy-tale-like, and there’s this injunction that Psyche must not look directly on love. That love is very dangerous or forbidden. It’s mysterious to me. I’ve been with this show for… (Laughter) For a while. For decades. I’m still not to the bottom of that mystery. There’s something really pressing and really beautiful about the story, but it remains mysterious. If I were to really show all the incidents that happen, it would be 25 minutes long. It would be by far the longest story in the play. So instead I hit on a storytelling device that I’ve used a lot since. Which is, instead of illustrating it, stepping through the story incident by incident, I have two people in conversation talking about the story. One of them says, “What happens next?” And then the person is saying “Well, this is what happens next,” and from there we can very rapidly summarize the incidents. Then meanwhile all that we’re seeing visually is what is at the core of the story. It’s operating in two sort of different time signatures, and two different planes of discourse, two different ways of speaking at the same time that are striking off each other, sometimes coinciding and sometimes not.
Your adaptation of *Metamorphoses* centers around a pool of water. How does that symbolism work theatrically?

The water is everything. In my process, the design is conceived and the sets are being built before there is a word of the script written. So in this case, I picked stories that hinge on water, that can use the water, or that water can work metaphorically in. At all times, water is working thematically because water is such a changeable, metamorphosing element. It is a liquid that can be frozen into a solid, or evaporated into steam; it has a changeable character. Water is symbolic of change: to be baptized, to cross a river—these are moments of import and transformation—into eternal life, or into death. You go down to the stream to meet the gods. In all cultures, water has symbolic content and is used in sacred ways. But then it’s also sometimes a mundane thing, an ordinary thing that is yet so necessary to life.

You describe one of your greatest joys in directing as trying to stage the impossible. How do you pursue that challenge?

In *Metamorphoses* a lot of things we do incredibly simply, the way children would do them in the backyard. Willa Cather, a Nebraska author, wrote somewhere, “I’ll never be the artist I was as a child.” I try to live by that a little bit. With that in mind, there’s this moment when two lovers turn into birds, and we just do it—we just pretend to be birds, but in a kind of slow, transform-y way. There’s practically no special effects, it’s just pretend. But it is surprisingly effective. I tend to gravitate toward those kinds of visual moments of inventiveness or ingenuity.

It’s also about the audience—we have to hold hands across the footlights in order to create this image together. We give the suggestion of an image, a fragment of it—a bird, a boat, a tree—but it’s up to the audience’s collective archetypal pool of experience and memory to complete it. The audience knows what a real bird looks like, they know what it’s like when birds soar above the waves, they know what it’s like when they come on shore. We all understand that. That shared imaginary completion of a fragment of reality creates a real intimacy with the audience, between all of us, because we’re understanding things without words, without explanation, in the way that lovers or close friends or relatives do. We look at the suggestion, and we understand it because we’re all drawing on a common body of knowledge of the world, of how the world looks. We’re completing the metaphor ourselves, internally, without it being described in words. It’s visual poetry.
Water is an essential life source: on a fundamental level, we cannot survive without access to water. Consequentially, many of the great civilizations have sprung up on river banks or coastlines, reliant on the flow of rivers and oceans for food, transportation, and trading—a trend that remains true for countless cities today. But even as we depend on water in this very practical way, it also contains a sacred significance. Nearly every culture has stories, myths, legends, and spiritual illuminations revolving around water that explain natural phenomena or explore epic questions of faith. Water is inherently transformational: it moves from solid to liquid to gas. Theatre is also transformational: one could say it is the art of watching people change. Throughout history, there has been a natural marriage between water and theatre. When evoked onstage, water often speaks a metaphorical language—Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses continues the long tradition of using water in theatrical storytelling.

For much of ancient history, performance evolved in conjunction with spiritual practice. Theatre was based more in spectacle than narrative, and sought to build a bridge between the myths and holy texts that guided people and societies. The communal nature of these performances similarly created connections between performers and citizens and their spiritual practice. Because of the essential role that it played in many of these early societies, and its religious links with gods, water became a key component of early performance.

In early performance rituals, artists utilized elaborate costumes, impressive orchestrations, and large-scale choral storytelling to embody the epic nature of water. In ancient China, “Nine Songs,” a compilation of poems that dramatized shamanic addresses to deities, was one of the earliest documented “scripts” as performers sought to open a direct line to several gods, many of whom controlled water sources. While no written account of these performances has been found, stage directions in the “Nine Songs” text alludes to ambitious production quality. Other ancient cultures similarly explored different ways of staging stories centering on water. In India, for example, traditional Hindu dances staged the origin story of the holy Ganges River. In these enactments, performers used their art to reimagine the written legends of their own holy texts in different capacities—often combining narration and music with specific traditional choreography to create a storyline. While different in intent, early Chinese and Indian cultures used performance to highlight the deep importance of water to their livelihoods, both spiritual and practical.

The prominent presence of water in mythology made its way into ancient Greek theatre, where Western drama and literature was born. Much like the ancient performance practices in the East, the Greeks also focused on the epic nature of water, but in addition began to explore metaphor more deeply. From the theatre on the Acropolis in Athens, audiences could see the city’s harbor and the horizon over the Mediterranean—plays performed there would align the entrance of sea-faring characters or deities against this backdrop. Sometimes, performances would use an orchestra near the stage’s edge to represent water, building sounds to echo the intensity of the turmoil of storms and the passion of the gods. The Greeks were also among the first to use real water in their theatre—records suggest that members of the chorus in some productions would pour jugs of water over other characters to symbolize moments of catharsis. This blend of metaphor and spirituality provided a framework that shaped the future of staging with water.

In Elizabethan England, playwrights like Shakespeare attempted to reinvent what was possible onstage, creating vivid moments of spectacle in their work. One iconic exam-
As contemporary artists seek to push the boundaries of what is possible onstage, water in theatre has made a comeback.

ple of this was their theatricalization of storms. Elizabethan playhouses were often outfitted with fireworks or thunder sheets to create thunder and lighting. For particularly intense moments, a cannonball might be pushed down a wet wooden trough, and fabric was often used to both create the sounds of wind and signify the vastness of seas. In Shakespeare’s later work, such as Pericles, Prince of Tyre and The Tempest, water played an important role, not only in inventive ways of staging the spectacular, but also in the lyrical threading of images throughout the text. Regarded as romances, these two plays in particular told stories of love and loss and forgiveness, sparked by the power of the ocean to reunite past and present. From storms and seas to teardrops, his characters were fundamentally changed by water in its many forms.

In the early 1800s, artists and entrepreneurs worked together to create a new genre of theatre that pushed the theatricality of water to the limits: Aqua Drama. These shows were set in giant onstage pools and depicted famous naval battles and similar aquatic events. Leaders of the Sadler’s Wells Theatre in London installed a 90- by 24-foot pool, three-feet deep, where a stage might traditionally sit. In their opening production, which brought the Great Siege of Gibraltar to life, the team created 177 miniature ships, all with working guns, to mimic the events of the real-life battle. The genre really only gained popularity in England and France, feeding on the burgeoning sense of nationalism to create explosions of pride during the events themselves. As the Napoleonic Wars reached their peak and the countries became fatigued, even the fantastic nature of Aqua Drama was no match. The genre faded, though echoes were seen in several later productions in New York circus arenas that similarly staged spectacle in pools, attempting to enthrall audiences with the seemingly infinite possibilities of the new century.

After the birth of theatrical realism in the late 1800s, the exhibitionist nature of past plays subsided, giving way to living room plays and workplace dramas. The use of water onstage was generally reserved for literal situations such as a working sink or the pouring of tea. But as contemporary artists seek to push the boundaries of what is possible onstage, water in theatre has made a comeback, both in classic adaptations and entirely new stories. The combination of advances in technology and the power of metaphor has resulted in some remarkable productions.

Two plays from the 2000s used water onstage as a representation of passionate emotion: Sarah Ruhl’s Eurydice (seen at Berkeley Rep in 2004) and a production of Romeo and Juliet in Central Park’s Delacorte Theatre (2007). At the start of Eurydice, the title character finds herself in an elevator, and it’s raining. In Ruhl’s typical poetic style, this wet elevator’s descent to the underworld mirrors the experience of the dead crossing the River Styx toward Hades. Scenic designer Scott Bradley noted: “Water represents unstoppable tears, just unstoppable tears that you can’t imagine being able to swim out of.” As each character enters the underworld for the first time, the water raining inside the elevator transforms them into a new version of themselves, unable to recall the past and forced to reconcile with their new fate. Romeo and Juliet centered around a shallow 70-foot-long pool. Michael Greif, the production’s director, articulated the symbolic nature of the pool: “The play seemed so much about taking the plunge, giving over. The water is connected to the moon and to tides, and it’s when the characters move from a reasonable place to a passionate place that they spend the most time in the water.” His team used the water to convey both the intimate connections and deep turmoil that flow through the script.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
With modern stage technology, theatre artists have been able to capture the truly impressive danger that water poses. Red Speedo by Lucas Hnath (the author of this season’s A Doll’s House, Part 2) features a swimming pool that we can see into from the audience. When members of the pool’s club get caught up in what could become a doping scandal and tensions rise, the seemingly innocent water at the center of the stage takes on a new significance. What happens when swimmers who spend so much of their lives in the pool, who know how to manipulate water and its power, take advantage of it? Red Speedo uses the very literal pool to add depth to the difficult questions it asks about power and abuse. Tarell Alvin McCraney’s Head of Passes (which Berkeley Rep produced in 2015) focuses on the underlying threat that water poses at the base of the Mississippi River. When the roof of a house buckles from the weight of rain, the ever-rising floodwaters begin to take over the onstage living space. This parallels the tensions of a family’s past until the thematic arcs converge with the design, leaving audiences with the image of floating islands of furniture. These theatrical feats are improvements on past staging using water — like Aqua Drama — because artists understand how to manipulate technology to create particularly striking visual pictures that offer audience members new access points into the stories.

Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses is one of the most well-known pieces of theatre in the modern Western canon to use water as a central storytelling device. Building on the shoulders of a long legacy of theatrical tradition, she employs water to illuminate fundamental truths about human existence. Zimmerman brings together the spiritual, spectacle, and literal — the pool creates a remarkably natural environment for humans, even though we might not normally think of water as our typical habitat. In Zimmerman’s pool, dreams and reality, the mythological and the personal, merge and evolve to create a piece of theatre in which transformation — the metamorphosing of the title — is inevitable.

For nearly every culture across time, water is, in some way, transformational, from purifying souls to replenishing the harvest. In our contemporary world, we remain similarly dependent on water, but our relationship with it is evolving. Rising sea levels threaten low-lying islands and coastal regions, droughts and water shortages have plagued other parts of the world, which have experienced some of the driest years in documented history. As we move forward, societies’ connection to water will inevitably change, but one thing remains clear: water will always prove essential to human existence and the stories we seek to tell.
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Steven Epp
ERYSICHTHON AND OTHERS

Steven has appeared at Berkeley Rep in Treasure Island, Tartuffe, Accidental Death of an Anarchist, A Doctor in Spite of Himself, Figaro, The Miser, and Don Juan Giovanni. His off-Broadway credits include Hamlet at the New Victory Theatre and Servant of Two Masters at Theatre for a New Audience. Regional credits include productions at American Repertory Theatre, Alley Theatre, the Guthrie Theater, La Jolla Playhouse, the Spoleto Festival, Center Stage in Baltimore, Shakespeare Theatre Company in DC, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Trinity Repertory Theatre, Yale Repertory Theatre, South Coast Rep, and the Old Globe. Steven was an actor, writer, and co-artistic director at Theatre de la Jeune Lune, winner of the 2005 Tony Award for Best Regional Theatre, 1983–2008. Acting credits include title roles in Tartuffe, Hamlet, Figaro, The Miser, and Man of La Mancha. He received the 1993 Outer Critics Circle Award for Best New Play for Children of Paradise, was a 1999 Fox Fellow, a 2009 McKnight Theatre Fellow, and a 2011 Beinecke Fellow, and received the 2012 Best Actor Helen Hayes Award and the 2017 Best Actor Ivey Award.

Rodney Gardiner
PHAETON AND OTHERS

Rodney has spent the last nine years as a vital company member at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, playing a wide range of roles. Among his favorite credits are Guys & Dolls, Julius Caesar, Comedy of Errors, The Wiz, and several world premieres. Regionally, Rodney has also performed at the Old Globe, Kirk Douglas Theatre, La Jolla Playhouse, and Utah Shakespeare Festival. As an associate artist with Waterwell, Rodney has co-devised and performed in several shows, including Marco Millions, which was nominated for a Drama Desk Award. Rodney also holds an NAACP Award for his performance in Gem of the Ocean (Fountain Theatre). Rodney has performed his solo show, Episodes in Blue, at schools and festivals in New York and New Jersey. Currently, he is workshopping a new piece, Brick City Chronicles, a retelling of the Moses narrative through soul music. Rodney is a graduate of sunny Purchase.

Benjamin T. Ismail
HERMES/VERTUMNUS AND OTHERS

Benjamin is happy to be returning to Berkeley Rep after playing Louis in last season’s revival of Angels in America. Select regional credits include The Invisible Hand (American Stage Theatre Company), Disgraced, Speech & Debate, Tribes, and The Sandbox and Diaries (Capital Stage); Peter Pan and The Secret Garden (Playhouse on the Square); Cloud 9, The Pillowman, The Submission, and Compleat Female Stage Beauty (Big Idea Theatre); and The Mystery of Irma Vep and Cinderella (Sacramento Theatre Company). Benjamin has also directed many shows from Florida to California, most recently including productions of Between Riverside and Crazy, Much Ado About Nothing, August: Osage County, and Antony & Cleopatra. Love to the J’s.

Louise Lamson
ALCYONE AND OTHERS

Louise is thrilled to return to Berkeley Rep where she appeared in The Secret in the Wings and Metamorphoses. She originated the role of Alcyone in Metamorphoses and played off Broadway (Second Stage Theatre) and Broadway (Circle in the Square). Most recently she was seen at Lookingglass Theatre in the world premiere of Plantation! directed by David Schwimmer. Other Lookingglass productions include Hard Times, Brothers Karamazov, and The Arabian Nights. She has also worked regionally at Goodman Theatre, About Face Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Mark Taper Forum, Getty Villa, Arden Theatre, and Arena Stage. Louise is a graduate of Northwestern University and an ensemble member of Lookingglass Theatre in Chicago.

Felicity Jones Latta
APHRODITE AND OTHERS

Felicity last appeared at Berkeley Rep 25 years ago in Don Juan Giovanni and in Metamorphoses 15 years ago on Broadway. Other credits include the Broadway tour of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, The Captain’s Tiger with Athol Fugard (Manhattan Theatre Club), and Measure for Measure (New York Shakespeare Festival). She has performed on stages around the country including American Conservatory Theater, Baltimore Center Stage, Goodman Theatre, Hartford Stage, Huntington Theatre Company, La Jolla Playhouse, McCarter Theatre Center, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Westport Country Playhouse, and Yale Repertory Theatre. She was artistic associate with Theatre de la Jeune Lune from 1985 to 1995. She is currently associate director at Lattawork Productions, devoted to arts in education. Film and television credits include Signs, Julie & Julia, The Carrie Diaries, Wonderland, Deadline, Ed, and Law & Order. Felicity is a 2014 Lunt-Fontanne Fellow.

Alex Moggridge
CEXY AND OTHERS

Alex is delighted to be reuniting with Mary Zimmerman at Berkeley Rep. Having appeared in 2016’s Treasure Island. Also at Berkeley Rep, Alex appeared in Three Sisters and Chinglish. Regionally, he has appeared at Actors Theatre of Louisville, Long Wharf Theatre, Yale Repertory Theatre, and Artists Rep, among others. New York credits include the Broadway production of Betrayal, starring Daniel Craig and Rachel Weisz and directed by Mike Nichols. In the Bay Area, he has performed at American Conservatory Theater, Aurora Theatre Company, San Jose Repertory Theatre, Center Rep, Magic Theatre, Marin Theatre Company, SF Playhouse, and Shotgun Players. Film and TV credits include Batman Begins, The
Defenders, Law & Order: Criminal Intent, Person of Interest, and Trauma. Alex is also a writer. His plays have appeared off Broadway and regionally. Most recently, his play The Boatman made its world premiere at the Flint Repertory Theatre.

**Sango Tajima**

**MYRRHA AND OTHERS**

Sango is happy to be making her Berkeley Rep stage debut, after facilitating discussions in the audience for Anna Deavere Smith’s Notes from the Field. Recent regional credits include Women Laughing Alone with Salad ( Shotgun Players); In Braunau (SF Playhouse Sandbox Series); The Wolves, Shakespeare in Love, and The Jungle Book (Marin Theatre Company); The Mineola Twins and Life is a Dream (Cutting Ball Theater); and We Are Pussy Riot (Theatre Battery). She is a proud member of the political theatre collective, the Bonfire Makers, with whom she has created several shows and actions. She has a BFA from the University of Michigan.

**Lisa Tejero**

**THERAPIST AND OTHERS**

Lisa appeared at Berkeley Rep in The White Snake, Journey to the West, and Metamorphoses. She was also in the Broadway production of Metamorphoses at Circle in the Square Theatre. She just finished a production of Anything Goes at Arena Stage where she last did Metamorphoses. Before that she was in King Lear with BackRoom Shakespeare Project. She is an artistic associate of Lookingglass, where she has appeared in 1984, Argonautika, and Ethan Frome. Also in Chicago Lisa has appeared in As You Like It, Ghostwritten, Journey to the West, Mirror of the Invisible World, The Odyssey, and Silk at Goodman Theatre; Kafka on the Shore at Steppenwolf Theatre; as well as Lady Bracknell at Iowa Summer Repertory and Lady Macbeth with Oak Park Shakespeare Festival. She has also worked at Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Cincinnati Playhouse, Mark Taper Forum, McCarter Theatre Center, Milwaukee Rep, Seattle Rep, and Shakespeare Theatre Company. Lisa is a recipient of a Drama League Distinguished Performance nomination and, recently, a Jeff Award nomination for her portrayal of Vivian Bearing in Hypocrite Theatre’s production of Wit.

**Suzy Weller**

**EURYDICE AND OTHERS**

Suzy is stoked to be making her Berkeley Rep debut. Recent regional credits include Evocation to Visible Appearance and You Across From Me (Actors Theatre of Louisville’s 42nd Humana Festival), The Wolves (Hippodrome State Theatre), and Dracula (Actors Theatre of Louisville). She is an alum of the University of Oklahoma and the Actors Theatre of Louisville’s Professional Training Company.

**Mary Zimmerman**

**ADAPTOR/DIRECTOR**

Mary received the 2002 Tony Award for Best Director and a 1998 MacArthur Fellowship. This is her ninth show for Berkeley Rep, following acclaimed productions of The Arabian Nights, Argonautika, Journey to the West, Metamorphoses, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, The Secret in the Wings, Treasure Island, and The White Snake. These plays—and others that she’s adapted and directed such as The Jungle Book, Eleven Rooms of Proust, The Odyssey, Silk, and S/M—have enjoyed celebrated runs at Brooklyn Academy of Music, Goodman Theatre, Huntington Theatre Company, Lookingglass Theatre Company, the Mark Taper Forum, McCarter Theatre Centre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, and Second Stage Theatre. She also directed All’s Well That Ends Well and Pericles for the Goodman, Henry VIII and Measure for Measure for the New York Shakespeare Festival, A Midsummer Night’s Dream for the Huntington, and Guys and Dolls for the Oregon Shakespeare Festival and at L.A.’s Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts. In 2002, Mary created a new opera with Philip Glass called Galileo Galilei, which was presented at BAM, the Goodman, and the Barbican in London. In recent years, she has staged Armida, La Sonnambula, and Rusalka for the Metropolitan Opera in New York and Lucia di Lammermoor at the Met and at La Scala, Milan. Based in Chicago, Mary has been seen in Milan, London, Tokyo, Shanghai, and Melbourne. Recent designs include Rusalka, Lucia Di Lammermoor, and La Sonnambula (Metropolitan Opera/La Scala), and Philip Glass’ Galileo Galilei (Goodman, Barbican). Internationally, Daniel’s work has been seen in Milan, London, Tokyo, Shanghai, Melbourne, and Calgary.

**Mara Blumenfeld**

**COSTUME DESIGNER**

Mara is delighted to return to Berkeley Rep, where she has designed Mary Zimmerman’s The White Snake, The Arabian Nights, The Secret in the Wings, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, Metamorphoses (1999), and Frank Galati’s adaptation of Haruki Murakami’s after the quake. Based in Chicago, she has designed numerous productions for the Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Writers Theatre, Court Theatre, and Lookingglass Theatre Company where she is an ensemble member. Regional credits include Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Seattle Repertory Theatre, McCarter Theatre Center, Asolo Rep, Huntington Theatre Company, and Weston Playhouse. New York credits include the off-Broadway and Broadway productions of Metamorphoses, Lucia di Lammermoor, La Sonnambula, and Rusalka, directed by Mary Zimmerman for the Metropolitan Opera. Internationally, her work has been seen at Stratford Shakespeare Festival of Canada; Tokyo DisneySea and K-Ballet in Tokyo; Japan; the Barbican Center and Donmar Warehouse in London; Melbourne Theatre Company in Australia; and Teatro alla Scala in Milan, Italy. She was honored with the 2012 Michael Merritt Award for Excellence in Design and Collaboration and is the recipient of four of Chicago’s Joseph Jefferson Awards for Costume Design.

**T.J. Gerckens**

**LIGHTING DESIGNER**

T.J. is pleased to return to Berkeley Rep where he previously designed The Arabian Nights, Journey to the West, Metamorphoses, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, The Secret in the Wings, Treasure Island, and The White Snake. Recent designs include Guys and Dolls at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival and the Wallis Annenberg Center, The Steadfast Tin Soldier, Treasure Island, and Blood Wedding at Looking-
glass Theatre Company, Wonderful Town at Goodman Theatre, and Mary Zimmerman’s adaptation of Disney’s The Jungle Book at Goodman Theatre, and the Huntington Theatre Company. Other notable designs include the Mary Zimmerman and Philip Glass opera Galileo Galilei at the Goodman; Pericles at the Shakespeare Theatre in Washington, DC; and Lucia di Lammermoor at La Scala Opera House in Milan, Italy. T.J.’s New York designs include Lucia di Lammermoor, La Sonnambula, and Rusalka for the Metropolitan Opera, Measure for Measure in Central Park, Metamorphoses on and off Broadway, and The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci at Second Stage. He has received numerous honors for his lighting, including a Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle Award, Chicago’s Jefferson Award, Drama Critics Circle Award, Los Angeles Ovation Award, and New York’s Drama Desk Award. T.J. is the faculty lighting designer at Otterbein University.

Andre Pluess Sound Designer

Andre has worked with Berkeley Rep on numerous shows: after the quake, Angels in America, The Arabian Nights, Argonautika, Blue Door, Ghost Light, Honour, Metamorphoses, The Secret in the Wings, Treasure Island, and The White Snake. His Broadway credits include 33 Variations, The Clean House, I Am My Own Wife, and Metamorphoses. His other credits include many productions for About Face Company (artistic associate), Court Theatre, Goodman Theatre, Lookingglass Theatre Company (artistic associate), Northlight Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Victory Gardens Theater (resident designer), and other Chicago and regional theatres. His more recent projects include Cymbeline at the Shakespeare Theatre, Equivocation at Arena Stage, Ghost Light and The Merchant of Venice at Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Macbeth and Titus Andronicus at California Shakespeare Theater (where he is an artistic associate), Palomino at Center Theatre Group, Sex with Strangers at Steppenwolf, and Stage Kiss at the Goodman, as well as the score for the film The Business of Being Born. Andre received a Barrymore Award, a Drama Critics Circle Award, Drama Desk and Lortel nominations, multiple Joseph Jefferson Awards and Citations, and an LA Ovation Award for composition and sound design.

Willy Schwarz Original Music

Willy composed the original music for Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses, for which he won the 2002 Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Music in a Play. Other collaborations with Ms. Zimmerman include The Odyssey, for which he received the 2000 Joseph Jefferson Award for Original Music, and Journey to the West, which won the Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle Award for 1997, as well as The Baltimore Waltz at Chicago’s Goodman Theatre. For Steppenwolf Theatre he served as onstage music director for the La Jolla, London, and Tony Award-winning Broadway production of The Grapes of Wrath, and composed for and appeared in A Clockwork Orange. He founded and conducted the highly praised All-American Immigrant Orchestra, which he revived in Germany with his Bremen Immigrant Orchestra. He composed and performed an original score for the silent film classic The Light of Asia, which was screened twice at the 2018 Berlinale filmfest. Willy has toured and performed with such diverse artists as Tom Waits, Theodore Bikel, Ravi Shankar, David Amram, Robert Bly, Shlomo Carlebach, Holly Cole, and Leon Russell. His solo CDs received the highest critical acclaim in Europe, and the CD of Metamorphoses and other plays directed by Mary Zimmerman was issued by Knitting Factory Records in 2002.

Amy Potozkin, CSA Director of Casting / Artistic Associate

This is Amy’s 29th season at Berkeley Rep. Through the years she has also had the pleasure of casting plays for ACT (Seattle), Arizona Theatre Company, Aurora Theatre Company, B Street Theatre, Bay Area Playwrights Festival, Dallas Theater Center, Marin Theatre Company, the Marsh, San Jose Repertory Theatre, Social Impact Productions Inc., and Traveling Compass.
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Jewish Theatre. Amy cast roles for various independent films, including Conceiving Ada, starring Tilda Swinton; Haiku Tunnel and Love & Taxes, both by Josh Kornbluth; and Beyond Redemption by Britta Spogren. Amy received her MFA from Brandeis University, where she was also an artist in residence. She has been an audition coach to hundreds of actors and a presentation/communication coach to many businesspeople. Amy taught acting at Mills College and audition technique at Berkeley Rep’s School of Theatre, and has led workshops at numerous other venues in the Bay Area. Prior to working at Berkeley Rep, she was an intern at Playwrights Horizons in New York. Amy is a member of csaa, the Casting Society of America, and was nominated for Astios Awards for Excellence in Casting for The Intelligent Homosexual’s Guide to Capitalism and Socialism with a Key to the Scriptures; One Man, Two Guvnors; and An Octoroon.

Michael Suenkel  
**PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER**

Michael began his association with Berkeley Rep as the stage management intern for the 1984–85 season and is now in his 25th season as production stage manager. He has also worked with the Huntington Theatre (Boston), The Public Theater and New Victory Theatre (New York), La Jolla Playhouse, Yale Repertory Theatre, and many others. Internationally he has stage managed shows in Hong Kong, the United Kingdom, and Canada. Among his favorite Berkeley Rep productions are last season’s Angels in America, The Intelligent Homosexual’s Guide to Capitalism and Socialism with a Key to the Scriptures, Eurydice, Fêtes de la Nuit, The Beaux’ Stratagem, and Mad Forest.

**Guthrie Theater**

The Guthrie Theater (Joseph Haj, artistic director) was founded by Sir Tyrone Guthrie in 1963 and is an American center for theater performance, production, education and professional training, dedicated to producing the best works of dramatic literature and cultivating the next generation of theater artists. Under Haj’s leadership, the Guthrie produces a mix of classic and contemporary plays on three stages and continues to set a national standard for excellence in theatrical production and performance. In 2006, the Guthrie opened its new home on the banks of the Mississippi River in Minneapolis. Designed by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Jean Nouvel, the Guthrie houses three state-of-the-art stages, production facilities, classrooms, full-service restaurants and dramatic public lobbies. Learn more at guthrietheater.org.

**Tony Taccone  
**ARTISTIC DIRECTOR**

After more than 30 years at Berkeley Rep, Tony is celebrating his final season with the company. During Tony’s tenure as artistic director of Berkeley Rep, the Tony Award-winning nonprofit has earned a reputation as an international leader in innovative theatre. In these years, Berkeley Rep has presented more than 70 world, American, and West Coast premieres and sent 24 shows to New York, two to London, and one to Hong Kong. Tony has staged more than 40 plays in Berkeley, including new work from Julia Cho, John Leguizamo, Daniel Handler, Culture Clash, Rinde Eckert, David Edgar, Danny Hoch, Geoff Hoyle, and Itamar Moses. He directed the shows that transferred to London, Continental Divide and Tiny Kushner, and three that landed on Broadway: Bridge & Tunnel, Wishful Drinking, and Latin History for Morons. Prior to working at Berkeley Rep, Tony served as artistic director of Eureka Theatre, which produced the American premieres of plays by Dario Fo, Caryl Churchill, and David Edgar before focusing on a new generation of American writers. While at the Eureka, Tony commissioned Tony Kushner’s legendary Angels in America and co-directed its world premiere. He has collaborated with Kushner on eight plays at Berkeley Rep, including The Intelligent Homosexual’s Guide to Capitalism and Socialism with a Key to the Scriptures. Tony’s regional credits include Actors Theatre of Louisville, Arena Stage, Center Theatre Group, the Eureka Theatre, the Guthrie Theater, the Huntington Theatre Company, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, The Public Theater, and Seattle Repertory Theatre. As a playwright, he debuted Ghost Light, Rita Moreno: Life Without Makeup, Game On, written with Dan Hoyle, and It Can’t Happen Here, written with Bennett S. Cohen. In 2012, Tony received the Margo Jones Award for “demonstrating a significant impact, understanding, and affirmation of playwriting, with a commitment to the living theatre.” Most recently, Tony directed the revival of Angels in America at Berkeley Rep, and this season he will direct the world premiere musical, Kiss My Aztec!, written with John Leguizamo.

**Susan Medak  
**MANAGING DIRECTOR**

Susan has served as Berkeley Rep’s managing director since 1990, leading the administration and operations of the Theatre. She has served as president of the League of Resident Theatres (LORT) and treasurer of Theatre Communications Group (TCG), organizations that represent the interests of nonprofit theatres across the nation. Susan chaired panels for the Massachusetts Arts Council and has also served on program panels for Arts Midwest, the Joyce Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts. Close to home, she is the founding chair of the Berkeley Arts in Education Steering Committee for Berkeley Unified School District and the Berkeley Cultural Trust, and served on the board of the Downtown Berkeley Association. Susan serves on the faculty of Yale School of Drama and is a member of the International Women’s Forum and the Mont Blanc Ladies’ Literary Guild and Trekking Society. She was awarded the 2012 Benjamin Ide Wheeler Medal by the Berkeley Community Fund and the 2017 Visionary Leadership Award by TCG. During her time in Berkeley, Susan has been instrumental in the construction of the Roda Theatre, the Nevo...
Education Center, the renovation of the Peet’s Theatre, and in the acquisition of the Harrison Street campus. She also worked with three consecutive mayors to help create Berkeley’s Downtown Arts District.

Theresa Von Klug
GENERAL MANAGER
Before joining Berkeley Rep, Theresa had over 20 years of experience in the New York not-for-profit performing arts sector where she has planned and executed events for dance, theatre, music, television, and film. Her previous positions include the interim general manager for The Public Theater; general manager/line producer for Theatre for a New Audience, where she opened its new state-of-the-art theatre in Brooklyn and filmed a major motion picture of the inaugural production of Julie Taymor’s A Midsommer Night’s Dream, released June 2015; production manager at the New Jersey Performing Arts Center and New York City Center, including the famous Encores! Great American Musicals in Concert; and field representative/lead negotiator for the Association of Theatrical Press Agents and Managers. She holds a MS in Labor Relations and Human Resources Management from Baruch College.

Audrey Hoo
PRODUCTION MANAGER
Audrey is pleased to make her Berkeley Rep debut this season. Prior to this, Audrey served as the production manager at American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco. Highlights of her time there include A Thousand Splendid Suns (dir: Carey Perloff, by Ursula Rani Sarma), A Walk on the Moon (dir: Sheryl Kaller, by Paul Scott Goodman and Pamela Gray), and John (dir: Ken Rus Schmoll, by Annie Baker). Audrey has also served as the production manager at the La Jolla Playhouse. Highlights of her time there include working on junk (dir: Doug Hughes, by Ayad Akhtar), Come from Away (dir: Christopher Ashley, by Irene Sankoff and David Hein), Hunchback of Notre Dame (dir: Scott Schwartz, by Alan Menken, Peter Parnell, Stephen Schwartz), and Up Here (dir: Alex Timbers, by Bobby and Kristen Lopez). Audrey was previously at the Brooklyn Academy of Music (2006–14). During her time at BAM, she had the pleasure of working with a wide range of international artists across all performing arts genres such as Robert Lepage, William Kentridge, Moisés Kaufman, Geoffrey Rush, Catherine Martin, Sam Mendes, Paul Simon, John Turturro, and Elaine Stritch. Audrey is also an alumni of the Weston Playhouse, Santa Fe Opera, and Williamstown Theatre Festival. Audrey holds an MFA in Technical Direction from the University of North Carolina School of the Arts.

Madeleine Oldham
RESIDENT DRAMATURG/DIRECTOR, THE GROUND FLOOR
Madeleine is the director of The Ground Floor: Berkeley Rep’s Center for the Creation and Development of New Work and the Theatre’s resident dramaturg. She oversees commis-
Lisa Peterson
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Lisa is a two-time Obie Award-winning writer and director whose previous projects at Berkeley Rep include Office Hour (2018); Watch on the Rhine (2017); It Can't Happen Here (2016); Madwoman in the Volvo (2016); An Iliad (2012), which Lisa co-wrote with Denis O’Hare and which won Obie and Lortel Awards for Best Solo Performance; Mother Courage (2006); The Fall (2001); and Antony & Cleopatra (1999). Other recent West Coast productions include You Never Can Tell (California Shakespeare Theater), Hamlet (Oregon Shakespeare Festival), and Chavez Ravine (Ovation Award for Best Production – Center Theatre Group). She has directed world premieres by many major American writers, including Tony Kushner, Beth Henley, Donald Margulies, José Rivera, David Henry Hwang, Luis Alfaro, Marlane Meyer, Naomi Wallace, Basil Kreimendahl, and many others. She regularly works at the Guthrie Theater, Actors Theatre of Louisville, the Mark Taper Forum, La Jolla Playhouse, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Arena Stage, and New York Theatre Workshop. Lisa and Denis are working on a new play about faith called The Good Book and a commission for McCarter Theatre Center titled The Song of Rome. Lisa is also writing a new music-theatre piece with Todd Almond called The Idea of Order, co-commissioned by La Jolla Playhouse, Berkeley Rep, and Seattle Rep.

Jack & Betty Schafer
SEASON SPONSORS
Betty and Jack are proud to support Berkeley Rep. Jack just rotated off the Theatre’s board and is now on the boards of San Francisco Opera and the Straus Historical Society. He is an emeritus trustee of the San Francisco Art Institute and the Oxbow School. Betty is on the board of Earthjustice, the Jewish Community Center of San Francisco, and Sponsors for Educational Opportunity. In San Francisco, Betty is involved with Wise Aging, a program for adults addressing the challenges of growing older. They have three daughters and eight grandchildren.
Michael & Sue Steinberg  
SEASON SPONSORS
Michael and Sue have been interested in the arts since they met and enjoy music, ballet, and live theatre. Michael, who recently retired as chairman and chief executive officer of Macy’s West, served on Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees from 1999 to 2006 and currently serves on the board of directors of the Jewish Museum. Sue serves on the board of the World of Children. The Steinbergs have always enjoyed regional theatre and are delighted to sponsor Berkeley Rep this season.

The Strauch Kulhanjian Family  
SEASON SPONSORS
Roger Strauch has served on the Berkeley Rep board of trustees for the last 22 years as a member and as an executive officer, including president. He is chair of The Roda Group (rodagroup.com), a high technology venture development company based in Berkeley. Roda incubated the search engine Ask.com, now located in Oakland, and Cool Systems (gameready.com), a medical technology company recently acquired by Avanos Medical. He is currently on the board of three cleantech companies in which Roda is a major investor. Roger is chair of the board of the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute and leads the Mosse Art Restitution Project, which searches for family art illegally confiscated during Germany’s Third Reich. He is a board member of the Northside Center, a mental health services agency based in Harlem, NY, and a member of UC Berkeley Engineering Dean’s college advisory board. Roger is the founder and chair of The Paros Foundation (parosfoundation.com), a philanthropic organization serving thousands in the country of Armenia. His wife, Julie Kulhanjian, is an attending physician at Benioff UCSF Children’s Hospital, Oakland. They have three adult children.

Bruce Golden & Michelle Mercer  
LEAD SPONSORS
Michelle and Bruce have been ardent supporters of Berkeley Rep since 1993, when they moved with two young children in tow to Berkeley. Their favorite evenings at Berkeley Rep were usually the discussion nights, where often friends would join them as well. Michelle and Bruce always felt that Berkeley Rep was an exceptional Bay Area cultural treasure as it was willing to support courageous new works and nurture innovative young playwrights. In 2002, Bruce and Michelle moved to London, where they nourished themselves on a steady diet of English theatre (note the proper spelling) until they could return to their beloved Berkeley Rep. They are delighted once again to be back in the very center of leading-edge theatre and are honored to be lead producers for two of this season’s great productions. Their two now-grown children are also tremendous theatre junkies and will hopefully be joining Bruce and Michelle for some of this season’s performances.

Susan Chamberlin  
EXECUTIVE SPONSOR
Susan is a retired architect and project manager. Currently she, along with her husband, Steve, directs the work of their family foundation. She also serves on the board of the Oakland Museum of California and is the chair of the UC Berkeley Foundation board of trustees.

Scott & Sherry Haber  
SPONSORS
Scott and Sherry are thrilled to sponsor Metamorphoses. Scott and Sherry have supported the arts as long as they can remember, including choral and instrumental music, dance, and live theatre. Scott recently retired as a corporate law partner at Latham and Watkins LLP. He served on Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees from 2005 through 2014 and rejoined the board in 2016. Sherry teaches LaBlast dance classes and has volunteered for the Hillsborough, Burlingame, and Pinewood Schools. It is with great pleasure that the Habers are able to support Berkeley Rep and exceptional regional theatre.

Ken Lamb  
SPONSOR
After living in San Francisco from 1995 to 2003, Ken moved to London for 15 years and returned to San Francisco earlier this year. For most of his professional career, he was in finance as a corporate partner at a major international law firm, investment banker, and co-founder in 2010 of Initial Capital, a seed capital firm.

Now featuring the Osher Lifelong Learning series!

Get ready for a very busy social schedule. Enjoy coffee with friends. Attend a lecture, go on a shopping excursion and take in the rich cultural offerings of downtown Oakland. Or take a quick drive into San Francisco or Berkeley. At Lake Park, every day can be a beautiful adventure. Call 510-210-0731 to learn more.
stage venture capital firm. While in London, he recently completed his second graduate degree on East Asian history and art from SOAS, University of London, an MA specializing in Chinese ceramics and the arts and history of the Tokugawa and Meiji Periods in Japan. He has been an avid supporter of the arts in London and, in addition to Berkeley Rep, is a supporter of SFMOMA, the SF Asian Art Museum, and the San Francisco Symphony. He had the great privilege of seeing Metamorphoses when it was first premiered at Berkeley Rep before moving to London and is excited about its revival.

Pam & Mitch Nichter Sponsors
Pam and Mitch recently retired from their longtime careers as partners at Osterweis Capital Management, a San Francisco investment manager, and Paul Hastings, a global law firm, respectively. They recently moved to their home in San Luis Obispo County where they keep busy enjoying the beauty that life offers by gardening, hiking, traveling, and, of course, wine tasting. Pam serves on the board of trustees at Berkeley Rep and is chair of its Investment Committee. Pam and Mitch have been enthusiastic supporters of Berkeley Rep for years and are thrilled to help sponsor this production of Metamorphoses.

BART Season Sponsor
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) is the backbone of the Bay Area transit network and serves more than 100 million passengers annually. BART’s all-electric trains make it one of the greenest and most energy-efficient transit systems in the world. Visit bart.gov/bartable to learn more about great destinations and events that are easy to get to on BART (like Berkeley Rep!). At bart.gov/bartable, you can find discounts, enter sweepstakes offering fantastic prizes, and find unique and exciting things to do just a BART ride away. While you’re there, be sure to sign up for bartable This Week, a free, weekly email filled with the latest and greatest BARTable fun!

Peet’s Coffee Season Sponsor
Peet’s Coffee is proud to be the exclusive coffee of Berkeley Repertory Theatre and salutes Berkeley Rep for its dedication to the highest artistic standards and diverse programming. Peet’s is honored to support Berkeley Rep’s renovation with the new, state-of-the-art Peet’s Theatre. In 1966, Alfred Peet opened his first store on Vine and Walnut in Berkeley and Peet’s has been committed to the Berkeley community ever since. As the pioneer of the craft coffee movement in America, Peet’s is dedicated to small-batch roasting, superior quality beans, freshness and a darker roasting style that produces a rich, flavorful cup. Peet’s is locally roasted in the first LEED Gold certified roaster in the nation. Wells Fargo Season Sponsor
Wells Fargo is proud to support the award-winning Berkeley Repertory Theatre as a season sponsor for the last 13 years because of its dedication to artistic excellence and community engagement. Founded in 1852 and headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance. The bank is committed to building better every day to meet our customers’ financial goals. For more information, please visit wells Fargo.com.

Additional staff
Assistant scenic designer
Brenda Davis

Assistant sound designer
Ray Nardelli

Technical consultant
Anjali Bidani

Costume Shop
Julie Barner · Breanna Bayba · Ava Childs · Nelly Flores · Mieleana Geary · Alea Gonzales · Sophie Hood · Emma Lehman

Deck crew
Tait Adams · Caitlin Steinmann

Electricians
Desiree Alcocer · Spencer Dixon · Zach Fischer · Ann Christine Hartzell · Francesca Muscolo-Arlt · Chase Potter · Melissa Ramirez · Minerva Ramirez · Sarina Renteria · Emma Satchell · Nathanael C. Schiffbauer · Ericka Sokolower-Shain · Matt Sykes · Joshua van Eyken

Production assistant
James McGregor

Props
Kate Fitt · Noah Kramer · Zoe Gopnik McManus · Garner Takeshi Morris · Baz Wenger

Scene shop
Jennifer Costley · Will Gering · Isaac Jacobs · Carl Martin · Sean Miller · Chase Potter · Zach Wziontka

Scenic artists
Chrissy Curl · Lassen Hines · Katie Holmes

Stage carpenter
Gabriel Holman

Wardrobe
Helen Frances · Eric Hiro · Anna Slotterback

Medical consultation for Berkeley Rep provided by Cindy J. Chang, MD, UCSF Clinical Professor, and Steven Fugaro, MD.
GIFTS OF $100,000 AND ABOVE
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
The Shubert Foundation

GIFTS OF $50,000–99,999
Edgerton Foundation
The Reva and David Logan Foundation
Jonathan Logan Family Foundation
Koret Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust
The Tournesol Project

GIFTS OF $25,000–49,999
Anonymous
BayTree Fund
The Ira and Leonore S. Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
Laurents/Hatcher Foundation
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
Woodlawn Foundation

GIFTS OF $10,000–24,999
Berkeley Civic Arts Program
JEC Foundation
Miranda Lux Foundation
Ramsay Family Foundation

GIFTS OF $5,000–9,999
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
Kenneth Rainin Foundation
Reinhold Foundation

GIFTS OF $1,000–4,999
Anonymous
Joyce & William Brantman Foundation
Civic Foundation

LEGEND
Ground Floor donor

We thank the many institutional partners who enrich our community by championing Berkeley Rep’s artistic and community outreach programs. We gratefully recognize these donors to Berkeley Rep, who made their gifts between October 2017 and November 2018.

CORPORATE SPONSORS
SEASON SPONSORS
bartable
Peets
Wells Fargo

EXECUTIVE SPONSORS
American Express
Bank of America

SPONSORS
The Andreaeson Group at Morgan Stanley
Mechanics Bank Wealth Management
The Morrison & Foerster Foundation

CORPORATE PARTNERS
Armanino LLP
AT&T
Deloitte
McCutcheon Construction
Panoramic Interests
Schoenberg Family Law Group
UBS

PERFORMANCE SPONSORS
Bayer
BluesCruise.com
Gallagher Risk Management Services
Macy’s

CHAMPIONS
Perforce Foundation

IN-KIND SPONSORS
EXECUTIVE SPONSORS
Hotel Shattuck Plaza Berkeley
mcgarrybowen
Meyer Sound
Peets Coffee

SPONSORS
Hugh Groman Catering
Latham & Watkins LLP
Mayer Brown LLP
Ramsay Wines
Rhoades Planning Group
Robert Meyer’s Mangia/Nosh Catering Company
Semifreddi’s

PARTNERS
ACT Catering
Almare Catering
Angeline’s Louisiana Kitchen
Ann’s Catering
Au Coquelet

Aurora Catering
Autumn Press
Babette at BAMPPA
Barco
Bare
Bobby G’s Pizzeria
Cancun Sabor Mexicano
Comal
Corison Winery
Donkey & Goat Winery
East Bay Spice Company
Eureka!
Gather Restaurant
Gio’s Pizza & Bocce
Hafner Vineyard
Jazzcaffe

La Note
Lucia’s of Berkeley
Maison Bleue
Ocho Candy
Picante
Platano Salvadoran Cuisine
Revival Bar + Kitchen
Rush Bowls Berkeley
SoulCycle
ZINO

Hotel Shattuck Plaza is the official hotel of Berkeley Rep.

MATCHING GIFTS
The following companies have matched their employees’ contributions to Berkeley Rep. Please contact your company’s HR office to find out if your company matches gifts.

Accenture · Adobe Systems Inc. · Apple · Applied Materials · Autodesk Inc. · Bank of America · Chevron Corporation · Clorox · Dolby · Electronic Arts Outreach · Farallon Capital Management · Fremont Group Foundation · Gap Foundation · Genentech · GE Foundation · Google · IBM Corporation · Intel Corporation · John & Maria Goldman Foundation · Johnson & Johnson · Kresge Foundation · Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory · Levi Strauss & Co. · Microsoft · Morrison & Foerster · NRCAL Mutual Insurance Company · Oracle Corporation · Pixar Animation Studios · Salesforce · S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation · Shell Oil · Sidley Austin LLP · San Francisco Union Bank · The Private Bank · Varian Medical System · VISA U.S.A., Inc. · The Walt Disney Company · Workday
SPONSOR CIRCLE

SEASON SPONSORS
Jack & Betty Schaefer
Michael & Sue Steinberg
The Strauch Kulhanjian Family

LEAD SPONSORS
Bruce Golden & Michelle Mercer
Frances Hellman & Warren Breslau
Jonathan Logan Family Foundation
Jane Marvin/Peet's Coffee
Stewart & Rachelle Owen
Mary Ruth Quinn & Scott Shenker
Kelli & Steffan Tomlinson

EXECUTIVE SPONSORS
Barbara Bakar
Michelle Branch & Dale Cook
Susan Chamberlin
Kerry Francis & John Jimerson
Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney
Marjorie Randolph
Jean & Michael Strusky
Guy Tiphane
Gail & Arne Wagner

SPONSORS
Anonymous
Edward D. Baker
Maria Cardamone & Paul Matthews

Cindy J. Chang, MD &
Christopher Hudson
David & Vicki Cox
Robin & Rich Edwards
David & Vicki Fleischacker
Paul Friedman & Diane Manley
Jill & Steve Fugaro
Karen Galatz & Jon Wellington
Paul Haahr & Susan Karp
Scott & Sherry Haber
James C. Horrel & Michael P.
Nguyen, in honor of Rita Moreno
Jerry & Julie Kline
Jack Klingenhofer
Michael H. Kossman
Suzanne LaPreta Collier
Ken Lamb
Sandra & Ross McCandless
Ed Messerly & Sudha Pennathur
Ken & Gisele Miller
Pam & Mitch Nichter
Leonard X & Arlene B. Rosenberg
Shel & Burt Rosenberg, in honor of
Len & Arlene Rosenberg
Jack & Valerie Rowe
Patricia Sakai & Richard Shapiro
Joan Sarnat & David Hoffman
Ed & Liliane Schneider
Laura & Nicholas Severino

Barry Lawson Williams &
Lalita Tademy
Felicia Woytak & Steven Rasmussen

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS
Anonymous
Shelley & Jonathan Bagg
Edith Barschi
Neil & Gene Barth
Valerie Barth
The Battle Family Foundation
Ben Brown & Louise Rankin
Brook & Shawn Byers
Lyne Carmichael
John Dains
Linda & Mike Baker
Paul Daniels, in honor of
Peter Yonka
Narsal & Venus David
Cynthia A. Farner
Steven Goldin
Ms. Wendy E. Jordan
Fred Karren, in memory of
Beth Karren
Rosalind & Sung-Ho Kim
Ted & Carole Kruland
Eileen & Hank Lewis
Susan & Moses Litzbisky

Dixon Long
Peter & Melanie Maier
Helen M. Marcus
Phyra McCandless & Angelos Kottas
Martin & Janis McNair
Ed Messerly & Sudha Pennathur
Steven & Patrice Mills
Dugan Moore & Philippe Lamoise
Norman & Janet Pease
Peter Pervere & Georgia Cassel
Barbara L. Peterson
Gary & Noni Robinson
Cynthia & William Schaff
Emily Shanks
Pat & Merrill Shanks
Shirleen Fund, in memory of
Shirley and Philip Schild
Stephen & Cindy Snow
Karen Stevenson & Bill McClave
Lisa & Jim Taylor
Susan West
Wendy Williams
Martin & Margaret Zankel

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE

PARTNERS
Anonymous
Tarang & Hirni Amin
Berit Asha & Aron Cramer
Stephen Belford &
Bobby Minkler
Jennifer Chaiken & Sam
Hamilton
Barbara & Rodgin Cohen
Constance Crawford
Thomas W. Edwards &
Rebecca Parlette-Edwards
William Espey &
Margaret Hart Edwards
Nancy & Jerry Falk
Kimberly Goode
Karen Grove &
Julian Cortella
Ms. Teresa Burns Gunther &
Dr. Andrew Gunther
Earl & Beth Hanlin
Bonnie & Tom Herman
Kathleen & Chris Jackson
Barbara E. Jones, in memory of
William E. Jones
Duke & Daisy Kiehn
Louise Laufersweiler &
Warren Sharp
Dale & Don Marshall
Summer & Hermine Marshall
Erin McCune
Miles & Mary Ellen McKay
Susan Medak &
Greg Murphy

Pure Dana Fund
Sue Reinhold &
Deborah Newbrun
Joe Ruck & Donna Ito
Jaimie Brown & Ted Storey
Beth & David Sawi
Joyce Schnobrich
Ed & Ellen Smith
Audrey & Bob Sockolov
Vicki Soulier
Sheila Wishek

BENEFACTORS
Anonymous (5)
Nina Auerbach
Linda & Mike Baker
Michelle L. Barbour
David Beery &
Norman Abramson
Cynthia & David Bogolub
Brotman-Basri Family
Tracy Brown & Greg Holland
Don Campbell and Family
Ronne Caplane
Terrence & Deborah Carlin
Leslie Chatham &
Kathie Weston
Betsey & Ken Cheitlin
Barbara & Rodgin Cohen
Paul Collins
Julie & Darren Cooke
Karen & David Crommie
James Cuthbertson
Barbara & Tim Daniels

Richard & Anita Davis
Corinne & Mike Doyle
Merle & Michael Fajans
Tracy & Mark Ferron
Lisa & Dave Finner
Thomas & Sharon Francis
Lisa Franzel & Rod Mickels
Herb & Marianne Friedman
Kevin & Noelle Gibbs
Dennis & Susan Johann
Gilardi
Daniel & Hilary B. Goldstine
Nelson Goodman
Mary & Nicholas Graves
Robert & Judith Greber
Garrett Gruener &
Amy Slater
Bob & Linda Harris
Vera & David Hartford
Ruth Henninger
Richard N. Hill &
Nancy Lundeen
Elaine Hitchcock
Hilary & Tom Hoynes
Paula Hughmack &
Steven Berger
Lynda & Dr. J. Pearce Hurley
Seymour Kaufman &
Erin Edgerton
Bill & Lisa Kelly
Stephen F. Kipersky
Jean Knox, in memory of
John T. Knox
Wanda Kownacki

John Kouns &
Anne Baele Kouns
Woof Kurtzman & Liz Hertz
Randy Larche &
David Laudon
Ellen & Barry Levine
Elise Mallonee
Lois & Gary Marcus
Rebecca Martinez
Henning Mathew &
Michelle Deane
Kirk McKusick & Eric Allman
Stephanie Mendel
Toby Mickelson &
Donald Brody
Andy & June Monach
Scott Montgomery &
Marc Rand
Jerry Mosher
Linda & Gregory Orr
Sheldeen Osborne
Judy O’Young, MD &
Gregg Hauser
Sandy & Dick Pantages
Mary Ann Peoples,
in memory of Lou Peoples
Paula B. Pretlow
Linda Protiva
Bill Reuter & Ruth Major
Audrey & Paul Richards
David S. H. Rosenthal &
Vicky Reich
Monica Salusky &
John K. Sutherland

Jeane & Roger Samuelsen
Jackie Schmidt-Posner &
Barry Posner
Linda & Nathan Schultz
Brenda Buckhold Shank, M.D., Ph.D.
Sherry & David Smith
Valerie Sopher
Sally & Joel Spivack
Deborah Taylor Barrera
Alison Teeman & Michael
Yovino-Young
Susan Terris
Beth Weissman
Patricia & Jeffrey Williams
Steven Winkel &
Barbara Sahm
Sam & Joyce Zanze
Jane & Mark Zuercher

LEGEND
■ in-kind gift
■ matching gift

We are pleased to recognize first-time donors to Berkeley Rep, whose names appear in italics.

BERKELEY REP THANKS
Individual Donors
CHAMPIONS
Anonymous (2) · Pat Angell, in memory of Gene Angell · Marcia & George Argyris · Martha & Bruce Atwater · Ted Landsa · Leslie & Jack Barton · Lois A. Battuello · Caroline Beverstock · Linda Brandenburg · Eric Brikn & Gayle Vassar · John Carr · Paula Carroll · Terri Christensen · Richard & Linnea Christiani · Robert Council & Ann Parks-Council · Ed Cullen & Ann O’Connor · Ilana DelBare & Sam Schuchat · David Deutschler · Francine & Beppe Di Palma · Karen & David Dolder · Burton Peek Edwards · Susan English & Michael Kalkstein · Paul Feigenbaum & Judy Kemeny · Martin & Barbara Fishman · Linda Jo Fritz · Patricia Flannery · James & Jessica Fleming · Dean Francis · Donald & Dava Freed · Chris R. Fristad · Marjorie Ginsburg & Howard Sylter · Anne & Peter Griffies · Richard & Lois Hallday · Miggy & Jim Hamasaki · Ann Harman · in memory of Malcolm White · Dan & Shawna Hartman Brotsky · Christina Herdell · in memory of Vaughn & Ardis Herdell · Howard Hertz & Jean Krais · Bill Hofmann & Robbie Welling · Don & Jonice Holve · in memory of Daisy & Paul Persons · The Horrobin Family Foundation · in honor of Susie Medak · Marilyn & Michael Jensen-Akula · Corrina Jones · Dennis Kaump · Lynn Eve Komarom ·in honor of the Berkeley Rep Staff · Janet Konrsgay & Dan Sykes · Susipta Lakiredy · Helen E. Land · Jane & Mike Larkin · in memory of Jerry & Harily Ungar · Sherrill Lavagnino & Scott McKinney · Andrew Leavitt & Catherine Lewis · Glennis Lees & Michael Glazesi · Nancy & George Leitmann · in memory of Helen Barber · Henry Lerner · in honor of Jojo Levene Lerner · Marcia C. Linn · Tom Lockard & Alix Marduel · Sidne J. Long · Jay & Eileen Love · Naomi & Bruce Mann · Charlotte & Adolph Martinelli · Monti Vineyards · Ruth Medak · Dan Miller · Gini Monheimer · in honor of Sharon Kinkade · Brian & Britt-Marie Morris · Marvin & Neva Moskowitz · Daniel Murphy · Jane & Bill Neilson · Pier & Barbara Oldone · Judith · Richard Olsen · Suzanne S. Olson · Carol J. Ormond · Janet & Clyde Ostler · Lynette Pang & Michael Man · Gerane Wharton Park · Bob & Maryjane Pauley · Regina Phazel & Dave Kieffer · Malcolm & Ann Plant · David & Bobbi Pratt · David & Mary Ramos · Kent Rasmussen & Celia Ramay · Helen Richardson · Maxine Risley · in memory of James Risley · John & Jody Roberts · Deborah Romen & William Tucker · Galen Rosenberg & Denise Barnett · Boyard & Anne Rowe · The Karl and Alice Ruppenthal Foundation for the Arts · Dave P. Rutland · Lisa Salomons · Dr. David Schultz · Teddy & Bruce Schwab · Andrew & Marva Seidl · Beryl & Igor Silver · Dave & Lori Simpson · Cherida Collins Smith · Alice & Scott So · Gary & Jana Stein · Monroe W. Strickberger · Samuel Test · Pete & Judy Thompson · Henry Timnick · Michael Tubach & Amrita Singhal · William van Dyk & Margo Sullivan · Pamela Gay Walker · Ghost Ranch Productions · Jonathan & Kyio Weiss · Elizabeth Werter & Henry Trevor · Charles Woffman & Peter Woffram · Sally Wosley & Ron & Anita Wornick · Mark Zitter & Jessica Nutik Zitter

ADVOCATES
Anonymous (5) · Abbey Alkon & Jonathan Leonard · Emily Arnold · Steven & Barbara Auer-Vali · Marian Baldwin · Susan & Barry Baskin · Stephanie Beach · Don & Gerry Beers · Richard & Kathy Berman · Steve Bischoff · Nancy Blackman & David desJardins · Naomi Black · The Blackman Family · Marc Blakeman · Ed & Kay Blonz · Bob & Barbara Brandtiff · Marilyn Bray · Peter Brock · Don & Carol Anne Brown · Jane Buerger · Robert & Margaret Cant · Carolle J. Carter & Jess Kitchens · Lea-Chang · Laura Chenes · John & Lizie Crane · Pam & Mike Crane · Kathleen Damon · Harry & Susan Dennis · Jacqueline Desoto · Thalia Dorwick · Kathy Down & Greg Kelly · Sue J. Estey · Mary & Ben Feinberg · Martin Fletcher · Frannie Fleschacker · Mary & Stan Friedman · David Gaskin & Philip McPherson · Karl & Kathleen Geier · Diana Graham & Jack Zimmermann · Ricco & Maya Green · Don & Becky Grether · Paula Hawthorn & Michael Uebi · Irene & Robert Hepps · Clifford Hersh · Doug & Leni Herst · in honor of Susan Medak · Fran Hildebrand · Alice Hill & Peter Starr · Al Hoffman & David Shepherd · George & Leslie Hume · Mr. & Mrs. Harold M. Isbell · Reese & Margaret Jones · Claudia & Daly Jordan-Koch · Kaarel Kaljot · Helmut H. Kapczynski & Colleen Neff · Christopher Killian & Carole Ungvary · Jeff Klingman & Deborah Sedberry · Susan Kolb · Robert Lane & Tom Cantrell · Carol P. LaPlant · Julius R. Leiman-Carbia · Jennifer S. Lindsay · Dottie Lofstrom · Larry & Nancy Ludgus · Jane & Bob Lurie · Gerry & Kathy MacClelland · Paul Mariano · Charles Marston & Rosa Luevano · Igor Maslenikov · Caroline McCull & Eric Martin · Daniel & Beverlee McFadden · Karen & John McGuinn · Brian McKeer · Jeff Minner · Ronald Morrison & Ali & Emi Nakao · Ron Nakayama · Christina & Geoffrey Norman · in memory of John & Carol Field · Sharon Noteboom · Judy Ogle · Eddie & Amy Orton · Frederick Osay · Brian D. Parsons · P. David Pearson & Barbara Schönborn · Bob & Toni Peckham · Brian D. Parsons · P. David Pearson & Barbara Schönborn · Bob & Toni Peckham · in honor of Robert M. Peckham · Jerry Preston · Karen & Michael Pfeifer · Jonathan R. Price · Jennifer R. Price · Susan Ruff · Joan S. Salomon · John Samuels · Lisa S. Schlobohm · Michael & Jill Scholtes · John & Susan Sh области · Randy Shortell · Jane & Lee Silver · Marla Sirotti · Caryn Sligh · Suzanne Sluman · Jerry & Dick Smallwood · Sigmund Snider · Robert & Naomi Stamper · Lillis & Max Sterri · Ruthann Taylor · Prof. Jeremy Thorner & Dr. Carol Mimura · Mike & Ellen Turbow · Sarah Van Ro · Louise & Larry Walker · Robert & Sheila Weisblatt · Robert T. Weston · Dick & Deane Wezelman · Peter Wiley · Sharon & Kenneth Wilson · Moi & Becky Wright · Margaret Wu & Ciara Cox

SUPPORTERS
Anonymous · Barbara Benware · Steve Bischoff · Carol Dolozal · Roger & Jane Emanuel · Mary Ford & Robert Lewis · Dr. Garwood Gee & Ms. Kathleen Fong · Linda Joy Graham · Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Hagerty · Garwood Gee & Ms. Kathleen Fong · Linda Joy Graham · Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Hagerty · Tonya Herbst · in memory of Helen Barber · Henry Lerner · in honor of Jojo Levene Lerner · Marcia C. Linn · Tom Lockard & Alix Marduel · Sidne J. Long · Jay & Eileen Love · Naomi & Bruce Mann · Charlotte & Adolph Martinelli · Monti Vineyards · Ruth Medak · Dan Miller · Gini Monheimer · in honor of Sharon Kinkade · Brian & Britt-Marie Morris · Marvin & Neva Moskowitz · Daniel Murphy · Jane & Bill Neilson · Pier & Barbara Oldone · Judith · Richard Olsen · Suzanne S. Olson · Carol J. Ormond · Janet & Clyde Ostler · Lynette Pang & Michael Man · Gerane Wharton Park · Bob & Maryjane Pauley · Regina Phazel & Dave Kieffer · Malcolm & Ann Plant · David & Bobbi Pratt · David & Mary Ramos · Kent Rasmussen & Celia Ramay · Helen Richardson · Maxine Risley · in memory of James Risley · John & Jody Roberts · Deborah Romen & William Tucker · Galen Rosenberg & Denise Barnett · Boyard & Anne Rowe · The Karl and Alice Ruppenthal Foundation for the Arts · Dave P. Rutland · Lisa Salomons · Dr. David Schultz · Teddy & Bruce Schwab · Andrew & Marva Seidl · Beryl & Igor Silver · Dave & Lori Simpson · Cherida Collins Smith · Alice & Scott So · Gary & Jana Stein · Monroe W. Strickberger · Samuel Test · Pete & Judy Thompson · Henry Timnick · Michael Tubach & Amrita Singhal · William van Dyk & Margo Sullivan · Pamela Gay Walker · Ghost Ranch Productions · Jonathan & Kyio Weiss · Elizabeth Werter & Henry Trevor · Charles Woffman & Peter Woffram · Sally Wosley & Ron & Anita Wornick · Mark Zitter & Jessica Nutik Zitter

CONTRIBUTORS
Anonymous (6) · Rose Marie Avery · Robert · Wendy Bergman · Peter & Sandy Briggs · Chris & Martie Conner · Timothy Cremm · Lori & Michael Crowley · The Fazio/Granados Family · Patricia Fox · Eric · Justin & Gavan Hughes & Proscilla Warnerus · Pauline Jue · Janice Kelly & Carlos Kaslow · Kate & Kevin Kelly · Nancy Kornfeld · Ronald & Shoshana Levy · Mark & Marjorie Medness · Gerald & Ellen Oicles · Arthur Rengold & Gail Bolan · Bobbie Saunders · Cathy J. Tennant, MD · Paula Trauner & Bruce Trauner

FRIENDS
Anonymous (3) · Vivian & David Auslander · Ann Bauman & Kelly Theinman · Ruth Ann Binder & Matt Rosster · Donald Brown · Carol & Orlo Clark · Kevin Crilly · Pauline Elron · Robert Gee & Mark Corrn · Barbara Goodman · Kimberly Gordon · Eleanora Jean · Janice Kelly & Carlos Kaslow · Kate & Kevin Kelly · Nancy Kornfeld · Ronald & Shoshana Levy · Mark & Marjorie Medness · Gerald & Ellen Oiles · Arthur Rengold & Gail Bolan · Bobbie Saunders · Cathy J. Tennant, MD · Paula Trauner & Bruce Trauner

We gratefully recognize the following donors whose contributions were received from November 12, 2018 to December 9, 2018

Special thanks to Marjorie Randolph for establishing The Marjorie Randolph Professional Development Fund, which supports the Berkeley Rep staff.
Sustaining members as of December 2018:
Anonymous (8)
Norman Abramson & David Beery
Sam Ambler
Carl W. Arnoult & Aurora Pan
Ken & Joni Avery
Nancy Axelrod
Edith Barschi
Neil & Gene Barth
Linda Brandenburger
Broitman-Basri Family
Bruce Carlton & Richard G. McCall
Stephen K. Cassidy
Paula Champagne & David Watson
Linda Brandenburger
Broitman-Basri Family
Bruce Carlton & Richard G. McCall
Stephan K. Cassidy
Paula Champagne & David Watson
Terin Christensen
Sofia Close
Andrew Daly & Jody Taylor
M. Laina Dicker
Thalia Dorwick
Rich & Robin Edwards
Thomas W. Edwards & Rebecca Parlette-Edwards
Bill & Susan Epstein
William Espey & Margaret Hart Edwards
Dr. Stephen E. Follansbee & Dr. Richard A. Wolitz
Kerry Francis
Dr. Harvey & Deana Friedman
Joseph & Antonia Friedman
Paul T. Friedman
Dr. John Frykman
Laura K. Fuji
David Gaskin & Phillip McPherson
Marjorie Ginsburg & Howard Slyter
Mary & Nicholas Graves
Elizabeth Greene
Sheldon & Judy Greene
Don & Becky Grether
Richard & Lois Halliday
Julie & Paul Harkness
Linda & Bob Harris
Fred Hartwick
Ruth Hennigar
Douglas J. Hill
Hoskins/Frame Family Trust
Lynda & Dr. J. Pearce Hurley
Robin C. Johnson
Janice Kelly & D. Carlos Kaslow
Bonnie McPherson Killip
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Michael H. Kosman
Scott & Kathy Law
Dot Lofstrom
Helen M. Marcus
Dale & Don Marshall
Sumner & Hermine Marshall
Rebecca Martinez
Sarah McArthur LeValley
Suzanne & Charles McCulloch
John G. McGehee
Miles & Mary Ellen McKey
Margaret D. & Winton McKibben
Ruth Medak
Susan Medak & Greg Murphy
Stephanie Mendel
Toni Mester
Shirley & Joe Nedham
Theresa Nelson & Bernard Smits
Pam & Mitch Nichter
Scheleen G. Osborne
Sharon Ott
Amy Pearl Parodi
Barbara L. Peterson
Regina Phelps
Margaret Phillips
Marjorie Randolph
Gregg Richardson
Bonnie Ring Living Trust
Tom Roberts
David Rovno
Tracie E. Rowson
Deborah Dashow Ruth
Patricia Sako & Richard Shapiro
Betty & Jack Schafer
Brenda Buckhold Shank, M.D., Ph.D.
Kevin Shoemaker
Valerie Sopher
Michael & Sue Steinberg
Dr. Douglas & Anne Stewart
Jean Strunsky
Mary, Andrew & Duncan Susskind
Henry Timnick
Guy Tiphane
Philip & Melody Trapp
Janis Kate Turner
Gary & Arne Wagner
Dorothy Walker
Barry & Holly Walter
Weil Family Trust—Weil Family
Susan West
Karen & Henry Work
Martin & Margaret Zankel
Gifts received by Berkeley Rep:
Anonymous
Estate of Suzanne Adams
Estate of Helen Barber
Estate of Fritzli Beresnic
Estate of Carole B. Berg
Estate of Nelly Berteaux
Estate of Jill Bryans
Estate of Paula Carrell
Estate of Nancy Croye
Estate of Carol & John Field
Estate of Rudolph Glauser
Estate of Zandra Faye LeDuff
Estate of Ines R. Lewandowitz
Estate of John E. & Helen A. Manning
Estate of Richard Markell
Estate of Gladys Perez-Mendez
Estate of Margaret Purvine
Estate of Leigh & Ivy Robinson
Estate of Stephen C. Saecher, in honor of Jean and Jack Knox
Estate of Peter Sloss
Estate of Harry Weininger
Estate of Grace Williams

Members of this Society, which is named in honor of Founding Director Michael W. Leibert, have designated Berkeley Rep in their estate plans. Unless the donor specifies otherwise, planned gifts become a part of Berkeley Rep’s board-designated endowment funds, where they will provide the financial stability that enables Berkeley Rep to maintain the highest standards of artistic excellence, support new work, and serve the community with innovative education and outreach programs, year after year.

For more information on becoming a member, visit our website at berkeleyrep.org/mls or contact Daria Hepps at 510 647-2904 or dhepps@berkeleyrep.org.
IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN A.C.T.’S NEXT CHAPTER
With New Artistic Director Pam MacKinnon & New Executive Director Jennifer Bielstein

HER PORTMANTEAU
A DRAMA OF MOTHERS, DAUGHTERS, AND THE FAMILY HISTORIES WE CARRY
FEB 15–MAR 31, 2019 AT THE STRAND

BD WONG STARS IN THIS BUZZER-BEATING BASKETBALL DRAMA
MAR 6–31 AT THE GEARY

THIS 19TH-CENTURY SATIRE OF SOCIAL CLIMBING POPS WITH 21ST-CENTURY SPIRIT
APR 17–MAY 12 AT THE GEARY

THIS ABSURDIST COMEDY OF MISINFORMATION AND MOB RULE IS UNIQUELY TIMELY
MAY 29–JUN 23 AT THE GEARY

PACKAGES START AT $14 A PLAY
ACT-SF.ORG/JOIN | 415.749.2228
Open when you need us.

Days, evenings, weekends and holidays.

Berkeley Urgent Care
3100 San Pablo Avenue